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I am Josh Hyde and this is Josh Hyde’s Bowling Newsletter. I will be reporting 

monthly bringing you the latest information on what the bowling fan needs to know. 

What a year, with Norm Duke winning 2 majors, the Denny's World Championship 

and the US Open. By winning the US Open he joins Johnny Petraglia, Billy Hardwick, 

Pete Weber and Mike Aulby. Making him the fifth player to win the triple crown in the 

Denny's PBA tour history. He also joined Mike Aulby as the second player to win the 

grand slam, the US Open ,the Denny's World Championship, the Tournament of 

Champions and the USBC Masters. 

This year Rob Stone started a new term called hambone (four strikes in a row or a 

four bagger) on ESPN for the PBA tour.  Chris Barnes won 2 titles to help him claim 

the Player of the Year. Chris became the third player to win the Player of the Year 

and the Rookie of the Year. Rhino Page had a carrer changing season, winning a PBA 

tour title in his rookie year, and got named Rookie of the Year. Walter Ray had an 

outstanding year as well by winning 2 titles he made the first five shows and won 2 

of them.  

PBA is doing a couple contests on the greatest player in the world. Starting in June 

www.PBA.com is going to ask fans who is the top 100 bowlers of all time. Then you 

have a chance to pick your top 15 of your favorite Denny's PBA tour pro's to enter a 

contest for a PBA prize. Also, the PBA wants to hear in 150 words or less the 

greatest PBA moment in history for a PBA prize with a photo. 

Another thing is extra frame you can see Friday night action and see who is going to 

make the show on Sunday. This is your chance to see more of the Denny's PBA Tour. 

Remember to check out www.probowlersuperfan.com for all your favorite Denny's 

PBA Tour pro stats. 

Thank you for reading this edition of Josh Hyde’s Bowling Newsletter. 


